Please prepare your solutions / answers in written form. Make sure to always prepare them in a way that you are able to present them to your class mates and discuss your solution process effectively.

Please remember to always list your reference sources.

Learning aims:

- How to deal with code reviews
- How to get a patch into an OSS project

Task 6 – 1: Get your patch reviewed and accepted!!

In the context of the last practice sheet you presented your patch to the project.

Now your goal is to get your patch accepted and submitted into the project’s source code.

Take the necessary steps to get your patch accepted:

1. Actively ask for reviews.
2. Be open to critique
3. Revise your patch
4. 1., 2., 3., 1., 2., 3., 1., ...
5. Get your patch accepted
6. Actively ask for submission of your patch to the project’s source code

Task 6 – 2: Report your process, progress, success and experiences on your project page in the Softwareprozesse Wiki in the Blackboard system and be prepared to talk about it in the tutorial.